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Q 1) 1.8       Contractual Requirements (page 7)   
The RFP requires “necessary insurance”; however, does not expound further.  

a. Please specify what is "necessary insurance"? Is there a statute, 
regulation or instruction covering "necessary insurance"? 

A 1) FCJFS is requesting a Certificate of Insurance. A sample Certificate of Insurance is 
linked on the RFP access page. 
 
Q 2) 3.1 Scope of Work (page 9) 

“Contractor should submit a plan for 158 cellular devices, 86 of them being cellular 
talk devices (smart phones) and 74 as a data plan only device with estimated 10,000 
minutes of talk per month.” 

 
The RFP mentions pricing/cost information 

b. How does FCJFS want the pricing for equipment, pricing and feature plans 
to be presented? Is FCJFS providing a pricing template/sheet to be 
completed by the Contractor? Can pricing be provided using the 
Contractor’ standard pricing template? 

A 2) FCJFS is not requesting this information be presented in any specific manner. The 
Contractor may choose any method to best present their equipment, pricing and 
feature plans. 
 
Q 3) 3.2 Specification of Deliverables, fourth bullet (page 9) 

Contractor should present a fixed cost for one style of protective case to fit the 
current model Apple or Samsung smartphone.” 
 
The RFP requires the Contractor to present a fixed cost for one style of protective 
case to fit the current model Apple or Samsung smartphone. 

c. Please specify FCJFS ‘s preferred Apple and Samsung device model 
(voice/data device) and/or tablet device model or if Contractor can 
recommend an applicable device 

d. Please specify the preferred Apple and Samsung protective case for FCJFS 
or confirm if Contractor can recommend a protective case  

A 3) In reference to both c and d, FCJFS is expecting the Contractor to provide 
recommendations.  
 
Q 4) 3.2 Specification of Deliverables (page 9) 

“Contactor should present a plan for Unlimited Data and Text for all devices.”  
 

The RFP requires data devices 



e. Please confirm if FCJFS is requesting an addition to voice and data 
devices, tablet devices in the Contractor inventory? If yes, please specify 
a specific tablet device requested by FCJFS.  Or does FCJFS want 
Contractor to recommend a voice and data devices or tablet device. 
Please provide specifications if necessary. 

A 4) At this time, FCJFS is not requesting an addition to voice and data devices, or tablet 
devices.  
 
Q 5) 3.2 Specification of Deliverables, part 1. A (page 10) 

“A statement indicating the legal entity tax status of the agency/organization 
responding to the bid solicitation.” 

The RFP requires “legal entity tax status” 
f. Please confirm what FCJFS means by “legal entity tax status”? 
g. Is “legal entity tax status” similar to “tax exemption”? 

A 5) FCJFS is looking for a current W-9 for the Contractor.  

 


